
The all-new Kia





Life is what you make of it.
Welcome to the world of Kia.

Life is spectacular. It is vivid, unpredictable and exciting  

in all its facets. Whatever will happen, wherever you will  

go and whatever you will discover, Kia is with you.

We at Kia have dedicated our lives to making a contribution 

towards building a better future. That is why we develop 

and build cars which help you to discover and enjoy new 

horizons. Cars with stunning designs, advanced technologies 

and smart solutions. Cars with our remarkable 7-year  

warranty as proof of our outstanding quality. Whatever 

we do, we are driven by one mission: to always exceed  

your expectations. We call it ‘The Power to Surprise’.

Now, we invite you to take a closer look and allow us to 

surprise you.
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Young, fun and stylish, the all-new Picanto 
is full of energy and even more: It’s also full 
of comfort features, smart ways to stay 
connected and advanced technologies to keep 
you safe – making it the perfect balance of 
youthful spirit and serious driver enjoyment. 

Forever young. 
Eternally fun. 
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There’s a lot to love about the all-new Picanto’s
sporty design. From dynamic lines to bold style
accents like the new Kia signature grille and 
bumper, it’s a chic model that’s ideal for zipping
around. Plus, with a choice of 7 exciting body 
colours to choose from, you can pick the car 
that’s perfect for you.

A compact with 
supersized style. 
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With its compact dimensions, dynamic per-
formance and agile handling, the all-new Picanto 
is the ultimate match for any city. From nar-
row streets to winding roads, your journeys will 
always be smooth sailing. 

A perfect fit,
wherever you go.
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The interior of the all-new Picanto is geared to
keeping you smiling. With spacious dimensions,
intuitive modern design and premium materials,
you won’t be able to stop yourself. So go on.
Get in, get comfy – and delight in every ride. 
Shown here is the interior of the GT Line.

Pure comfort.  
With premium touches. 
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The stylish infotainment system keeps you effortlessly 
on track with navigation, real-time updates and more.

Navigation system with 7-inch  
floating touch screen (GT Line only)
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Bluetooth hands-free with voice recognition
Thanks to built-in Bluetooth® you can pair your compatible 
mobile devices for music streaming, hands-free calls and 
navigation. Bluetooth is standard, but voice recognition is only 
available in GT Line.

Sun visor illumination lamps
It’s easy to stay stylish with the handy illumination 
lamps. Simply pull down the sun visor and open the mir-
ror to activate. There are lights at each side of the glass, 
as well as a striking U-shaped mood light around the 
sides and bottom.

Life in the fast lane means you’re always on. 
That’s why the all-new Picanto is loaded with 
smart ways to keep you in touch, informed  
and fully connected.

Always 
a step ahead. 

2.6-inch colour TFT-LCD
The vivid colour LCD delivers alerts and other essential 
vehicle and trip information. (Excluding K1).
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Our new navigation system with Kia’s Connected Services powered by TomTom takes 
reliable route guidance to the next level of accuracy and excellence. It keeps you in touch 
with the out side world and offers more handy information than ever. At the heart is a 
Wi-Fi unit that enables the all-new Picanto’s navigation system to connect to the Inter-
net through your smartphone.*

Kia’s innovative hotspot app uses your Android phone’s Bluetooth to detect when a Kia 
navigation system is in range. It then switches on the hotspot to connect to the navi-
gation system’s Wi-Fi, and turns it off again when the communication with the car is 
interrupted or stopped – making it even more convenient to use Kia’s Connected Services. 
Please note, this is only available on the GT Line.

1

2

3

4

Where? When? How? 
The answer is here.

1. Live traffic**
The navigation system delivers highly accurate live traffic 
information that is updated every two minutes, so you know 
exactly where traffic is running smoothly, or which areas to avoid.  
When things get busy, the system lets you know and suggests 
alternative routes.

2. Speed cameras**
You’ll also be alerted to a whole range of speed cameras, including 
fixed and stationary ones, as well as restricted access zones. The 
system can even take into account areas where accidents are 
particularly common, and warn you about these accident black 
spots.

3. Local search
If you’re looking for a sushi restaurant, a supermarket or a 
particular place to meet, simply select Local search. The database 
contains 500 searchable categories, 25,000 keywords and 250,000 
locations to ensure you find what you need.

4. Weather forecast
Is your weekend away going to be sunny or a washout? Better 
check the weather forecast. Just type in your destination to view 
a four-day summary, complete with minimum and maximum 
temperatures, wind speed and chances of sun or rain.

Kia’s Connected Services powered by:

 *Smartphone with data plan required to activate services. 
**Legal restrictions to these services may apply depending on country usage.14



Android AutoTM is designed to keep you perfectly connected to your phone – while 
minimizing distractions so you stay safe on the road. The simple, intuitive interface lets 
you access features like Google Maps, apps, music and voice control, and automatically 
organizes info into simple cards that appear just when they’re needed.

Apple CarPlayTM is a smart, safe way to use your iPhone while driving. It takes all the 
things you might want to do, and puts them into your Picanto’s display, so you can get 
directions, make a call and listen to music – all while staying focused on the road.
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Heated front seats

Think a compact can’t be big on space? Think
again. The all-new Picanto feels surprisingly
spacious, with generous dimensions for head,
shoulder and legroom – even in the rear. And
with a heated front seats in the GT Line,
there’s even more reason to get nice and comfy.

A compact that’s 
big on space.
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The energetic all-new Picanto is ready for 
anything. With its roomy cabin, versatile folding 
seats and outstanding 255 l luggage capacity, 
you’ll have all the space you need to make the 
most of every day. 

More room.  
More adventures.

60:40 split-folding rear seats
Enjoy the flexibility of rear seats 
that split and fold 60:40 to 
accommodate people or cargo.

Dual-level luggage board
The cargo area floor board 
mounts flush with the folded 
seatbacks, concealing space  
below for tall objects.

Glove box
With separate sections for your 
favourite accessories, the glove box 
keeps you beautifully organized. 

Double tray
Located below the temperature 
controls, the double tray is a  
convenient spot for sunglasses, 
remote controls or audio devices. 

Front cup holder
Dual cup holders at the 
front of the console 
keep your drinks close 
at hand – and if you 
prefer a more flexible 
space, the cup holders 
can be easily trans-
formed at the touch 
of a button.

Centre console armrest
The floor-mounted centre console 
offers convenient additional storage. 
The adjustable armrest also slides  
to offer you the perfect position  
for your arm. 

cargo capacity255 l
18
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The all-new Picanto’s engines are reliable,  
efficient and perfectly geared for the city.

A car you  
can count on.

84 PS, 12.4 kg.m67 PS, 9.8 kg.m

Automatic transmission
The 4-speed automatic transmis-
sion offers quiet operation and  
shift points that are set to maxi-
mize smoothness - even in stop-
and-go city traffic.

Manual transmission
The 5-speed manual transmission 
features friction-reduction meas-
ures for lasting performance, and 
lets you select gears quickly. 

Kappa 1.2 MPI engine
The 84 PS, 1.2-litre, dual-CVVT MPI 
engine with piston-cooling jets and 
coated piston rings is feisty and 
capable, while remaining quiet and 
efficient. 

Kappa 1.0 MPI engine
With a centre-OCV CVVT valve-
train, the smooth-running, 67 PS,
1.0-litre MPI engine combines 
efficiency, power and dynamic 
performance.
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44%

Advanced High-
Strength Steel

67 m

Advanced
adhesives

The all-new Picanto uses more than 44% Advanced High-
Strength Steel (AHSS), as well as hot-stamped components 
in the core stress areas. This greatly improves average 
body tensile strength and rigidity – enhancing cabin 
protection and improving dynamic performance.

Advanced High-Strength Steel  
and hot-stamped steel (AHSS)

Front/side/curtain/knee airbags 
To help protect occupants and potentially 
reduce injuries in the event of a collision, 
the all-new Picanto offers driver and front 
passenger airbags, two front-side airbags, 
two side-curtain airbags and an optional 
driver’s knee airbag. 
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ESC (Electronic Stability Control)
ESC ensures optimal braking performance and directional 
control. It automatically delivers the right amount of 
braking force to each wheel, based on an evaluation of 
engine torque and driving conditions. 

TPMS (Tyre Pressure Monitoring System)
Measuring sidewall stiffness and wheel radius, TPMS alerts 
you when a tyre needs pressure adjustment by displaying  
the information on the cluster screen. 

Braking system
The brakes are tuned to work with the ABS and tyres to  
reduce stopping distance, and maximize stopping power 
and directional control while braking. 

HAC (Hill-start Assist Control) 
When at a standstill on an incline, HAC prevents you  
from rolling backwards. It gently applies the brakes  
from the moment you lift your foot from the brake 
pedal, giving you time to switch your foot smoothly  
to the accelerator.

The all-new Picanto is serious about keeping you 
protected. With advanced active safety features 
and rigorous attention to detail, it’s built to offer 
you full peace of mind. 

Uncompromising 
protection.
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Rear bumper protection foil, transparent
Enjoy peace of mind when loading and unloading frequently – 
knowing that the top surface of your rear bumper is reliably 
protected from possible scrapes and scuffs.

LED door projectors, Kia logo
Make a stylish entrance in the darkness – with subtle yet 
sharp beams for gorgeous ambient ground lighting, featuring 
the Kia logo. Automatically activated when the front doors are 
opened.

All-weather mats, with colour accent
Whatever adventure you’ve been on, don’t worry about wet, 
muddy or sandy shoes when you get back in the car. These 
durable and easy-to-clean floor mats protect the whole of 
your cabin floor. With a customized shape, Picanto logo in two 
different colours and fixing points to hold them firmly in place.

LED footwell illumination
Give your cabin the red carpet treatment with this premium 
touch that bathes the front footwell in exquisite ambient light 
whenever the doors are unlocked, fading out when the engine 
starts. Available in stylish red and classic white. 

Body styling kit
Make sure your Picanto is as unique as you 
are. Now you can make an eye-catching style 
statement on the road. Add a host of striking 
design details and colour accents to each side 
of your Picanto’s exterior with this accessories 
kit, which includes side skirts, a tailgate trim line 
and door mirror caps. Available in elegant silver, 
classic piano black and vibrant red. All these 
products are offered both as a kit and  
for individual purchase.

Give your all-new Picanto an edge with a range 
of functional and styling accessories. From 
customizable options to express your style to 
practical ways to protect your car, there’s the 
perfect accessory for everyone. 

Accessorize 
in style.
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Base Line
Exterior colours

Aurora Black Pearl
(ABP)

Milky Beige
(M9Y)

Shiny Red
(A2R)

Clear White
(UD)

Titanium Silver 
(IM)

Sparkling Silver 
(KCS)

The final touches.
Choose to finish with a flourish. The all-new Picanto offers a range of wheels 
and a selection of exterior colours – from subtle to stand-out. 

GT Line
Exterior colours

Clear White + red accent
(UD)

Celestial Blue
(CU3)
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Wheels

Base Line Dimensions

 14" wheel cover
(K1)

 15" alloy wheel
(K2)

 16" alloy wheel 
(GT Line)

EX

GT LINE

X-LINE

1,403 (15”)

1,403 (16”)

1,403 (16”)

1,
50
0

1,394 (16”)
1,625

710 5602,400
3,670

675 5202,400
3,595

675 5202,400
3,595

1,
48
5

1,394 (15”)
1,595

1,
48
5

1,394 (16”)
1,595

Unit (mm)

Legroom (front)

Legroom (rear)

Headroom (front)

Headroom (rear)

Shoulder room (front)

Shoulder room (rear)

Min. ground clearance

Luggage (VDA)

1,085

820

1,005

960

1,300

1,280

141

255

GT Line Dimensions
Unit (mm)

Legroom (front)

Legroom (rear)

Headroom (front)

Headroom (rear)

Shoulder room (front)

Shoulder room (rear)

Min. ground clearance

Luggage (VDA)

1,085

820

1,005

960

1,300

1,280

141

255

EX

GT LINE

X-LINE

1,403 (15”)

1,403 (16”)

1,403 (16”)

1,
50
0

1,394 (16”)
1,625

710 5602,400
3,670

675 5202,400
3,595

675 5202,400
3,595

1,
48
5

1,394 (15”)
1,595

1,
48
5

1,394 (16”)
1,595
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All information, illustrations and specifications are correct at the time of printing and 
are subject to change without notification. The models and specifications shown in 
this brochure may vary from the models available in your market. Due to the limits 
of the printing process, the car body colours shown may differ slightly from actual 
colours. Please contact your local Kia dealer for the most recent information.

Kia Motors Ireland,
Unit A8 Calmount Park,
Calmount Road,
Dublin 12,
Ireland

www.kia.comThe Kia 7-year/150,000 km new car warranty. 
Valid in all EU member states (plus Norway, 
Switzerland, Iceland and Gibraltar), subject to 
local terms and conditions.

7-year vehicle warranty 
This bumper-to-bumper warranty is free and transferable to subsequent owners, provided the car 
is regularly maintained in accordance with the servicing schedule.

5-year paint warranty & 12-year anti-perforation warranty 
High-quality body paint ensures long-lasting protection and shine for your new Kia. It also comes 
with superior corrosion protection and a 12-year warranty against rust from the inside out.

Stay in touch with Kia 
Visit www.kia.com for all the latest news and product launches. Find out more about Kia and our 
exciting new car range. Get updates on achievements in alternative fuel development, and discover 
what our Environment Research Centre is working on.

We’re also involved in major sporting events: Kia is an official partner of both UEFA and FIFA. 
We sponsor the Australian Open and the tennis star Rafael Nadal. Here in Ireland, Kia is a proud 
sponsor of Community Games and The Kia Race Series.

Financing 
Your local Kia dealer can help you with a financing plan that’s best suited to your needs. Please ask 
for details.

Care-3
Our Care-3 plan means looking after your new Kia is a piece of cake. In order to keep your new Kia 
running like new, it has to be serviced every year. Now imagine having all the servicing your new 
Kia will need for the next three years sorted and paid for, in advance, and at a competitive price. 
Introducing Kia Care-3, the easy way to look after your new Kia, and protect your 7 year warranty. 

All the peace of mind you’ll need.

Q U A L I T Y  R E D E F I N E D

YEAR WARRANTY




